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MaxCrypt is an easy to use, but powerful computer security system for your computer. MaxCrypt On-the-Fly encryption system uses the 256-BIT AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) encryption algorithm on virtual volumes for fast, transparent encryption of files. MaxCrypt Encrypted volumes will appear on the users computer as drives with their
own drive letter. You can use these MaxCrypt drives just as you would use any other disk drive on your computer, except that MaxCrypt drives are encrypted, and only visible on the computer when the user logs into the MaxCrypt Security Suite with his/her password. MaxCrypt volumes are also portable. Users can transport encrypted volumes using
removable media such as memory sticks and use them on other computers that have the MaxCrypt Security Suite installed. MaxCrypt files are invisible on the users computer and other users and are accessible only when the user logs into the MaxCrypt Security Suite with his/her password. MaxCrypt files become visible and unprotected when the
user logs into the MaxCrypt Security Suite with his/her password. MaxCrypt provides information about the protected files by using the encrypted volume name. Get more information about MaxCrypt at MaxCrypt App Download Requirements: MaxCrypt is a Microsoft Windows based application. It can be used on any PC running the Microsoft
Windows operating system, including both 32-bit and 64-bit versions. Windows XP Home Edition or Professional Edition and Windows Vista Home Premium or Professional Edition and later are supported. See also Data Encryption Standard AES Advanced Encryption Standard 256-bit External links MaxCrypt Website Category:Disk encryption
Category:Cryptographic software Category:Data security Category:Windows security software Category:Data hiding Category:Secure erasure softwareNecessary CookiesNecessary Cookies cannot be unchecked, because they are necessary for our website to function properly. They store your language, currency, shopping cart and login credentials.
Analytics CookiesWe use google.com analytics and bing.com to monitor site usage and page statistics to help us improve our website. You may turn this on or off using the tick boxes above. Marketing CookiesMarketing Cookies do track personal data. Google and Bing monitor your page views and purchases for use in advertising and re-marketing on
other websites. You may turn this on or off using the tick boxes above. Social CookiesThese 3
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MaxCrypt Security Suite is an easy to use, yet powerful, security suite for the PC. MaxCrypt was designed with one goal in mind, security and privacy on the computer. MaxCrypt Security Suite includes three applications that are easy to use and help you protect your data from prying eyes. MaxCrypt On-the-Fly (OTF) encryption is used on virtual
volumes to secure your sensitive data. Encrypted volumes appear on your computer's desktop as a regular drive. Once they are decrypted, they behave just like any other drive. The volumes are encrypted on-the-fly so that the encryption never interferes with your use of the drive. Another great feature is the portable nature of the MaxCrypt volumes.
Users can transport their encrypted volumes to other computers and use them as if they were any other disk drive. Portable MaxCrypt volumes are also used to help users protect sensitive data in mobile computing scenarios. You can put them in a computer bag, a purse, or use a DVD to store sensitive information, and then use MaxCrypt to protect
the information. You can also use removable media such as memory sticks to transport your MaxCrypt volumes to other computers that have MaxCrypt installed. Here are some key features of "MaxConceal": ￭ Secure file and directory protection ￭ Create and manage file and directory protection lists ￭ Add file extensions to the list ￭ Hide and protect
files and folders ￭ Hide and protect all files with the same file extensions ￭ Remove file and directory protection ￭ Keep security settings within easy reach ￭ Works with any Windows system ￭ Protect file and directory lists and settings with a password KEYMACRO Description: MaxCrypt Security Suite is an easy to use, yet powerful, security suite for
the PC. MaxCrypt was designed with one goal in mind, security and privacy on the computer. MaxCrypt Security Suite includes three applications that are easy to use and help you protect your data from prying eyes. MaxCrypt On-the-Fly (OTF) encryption is used on virtual volumes to secure your sensitive data. Encrypted volumes appear on your
computer's desktop as a regular drive. Once they are decrypted, they behave just like any other drive. The volumes are encrypted on-the-fly so that the encryption never interferes 2edc1e01e8
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MaxCrypt offers you an automated computer encryption application that protects your PC. MaxCrypt Security Suite is the premiere solution for computer security.MaxCrypt Security Suite contains three applications to help you secure your data. MaxCrypt is an easy to use, but powerful computer security system for your computer. MaxCrypts On-the-
Fly encryption system uses the 256-BIT AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) encryption algorithm on virtual volumes for fast, transparent encryption of files. Encrypted volumes will appear on the users computer as drives with their own drive letter. You can use these MaxCrypt drives just as you would use any other disk drive on your computer,
except that MaxCrypt drives are encrypted, and only visible on the computer when the user logs into the MaxCrypt Security Suite with his/her password. MaxCrypt volumes are also portable. Users can transport encrypted volumes using removable media such as memory sticks and use them on other computers that have the MaxCrypt Security Suite
installed. MaxConceal is an easy to use file/directory protection system. The user can add files, directories, or even file extensions to the MaxConceal protection list. The files and folders will be hidden from the computer and other users. The files and directories in the protection list will also be protected from reading, writing, and deletion. The files
and directories become visible and unprotected when the user logs into the MaxCrypt Security Suite with his/her password. The user can also choose to hide and protect all files that have the same file extension (i.e:.mp3,.doc,.). This method will hide and protect all files with this extension across all drives on the computer system. MaxDelete is an easy
to use secure deletion system that is integrated into the Windows shell. This means that you can use MaxDelete from anywhere in Windows. To securely and permanently delete a file or directory, just right click on the directory or file and select "MaxDelete" from the shell menu. MaxDelete can use either the DOD 5220.22 M or Gutmann deletion
algorithms for permanently destroying files. Here are some key features of "MaxCrypt": ￭ Fast and secure On-The-Fly (OTF) encryption using virtual volumes ￭ Advanced file and directory hiding ￭ Securely and permanently destroy sensitive data ￭ 256-BIT AES (Advance Encryption Standard) Rijndael encryption algorithm ￭
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What's New In MaxCrypt?

MaxCrypt is a free, easy-to-use, yet powerful computer security program for Microsoft Windows operating systems. Once installed and enabled, MaxCrypt immediately encrypts all files, folders, and entire volumes (partitions) on your computer using the AES 256-bit encryption algorithm. MaxCrypt works in conjunction with both the Windows Shell
and the Windows Explorer shell. This allows MaxCrypt to be integrated into the Windows operating system in a completely seamless manner, so that the user can access and interact with encrypted volumes just as he or she normally does. This is important because, by itself, traditional, on-demand, traditional computer security products require the
user to change the computer's operating system settings to switch from using them to their protected/hidden volumes to a "view only" mode to enable them. This process can be cumbersome, time consuming, and can have negative consequences on the users computer if the computer has not been configured to protect the drives in question (i.e: If the
system is configured with the default drive letters, this can make it difficult to use the volume without completely changing the drive configuration). The MaxCrypt Security Suite provides users with fast and secure protection of volumes on their computers using the AES 256-bit encryption algorithm. Encrypted volumes do not require any special
changes to the operating system or the drive settings to be used, so the user is able to access and use encrypted volumes as they normally would. The user is only required to enter his/her password to unlock the encrypted volumes. The MaxCrypt security system is very easy to use. The user simply needs to right click on the drive they wish to use, and
select the "MaxCrypt" security option from the MaxCrypt menu. To enable the user to encrypt additional volumes (partitions), or to encrypt all drives, the user can simply select the appropriate drive(s) from the MaxCrypt menu. When a MaxCrypt volume is selected, it will be activated and it will be automatically assigned a drive letter. The user can
now access and use the MaxCrypt volume just as he or she normally would. When the user logs into the MaxCrypt security system, and clicks "Start" (To enable the user to decrypt volumes, the user would click "Log Off"), the MaxCrypt volume will be activated and the user can access the volume just as he or she would with any other drive. With
MaxCrypt you can: ￭ Protect up to 4 volumes on a single computer. ￭
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System Requirements For MaxCrypt:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10 Processor: 2.0 GHz Memory: 1 GB RAM DirectX: Version 9.0 Network: Broadband Internet connection Storage: 1 GB available space Recommended: Memory: 4 GB RAM Storage: 2 GB available space This guide
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